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Abstract: Detection of low-abundance nucleic acids is a challenging task, which over the 

last two decades has been solved using enzymatic target amplification. Enzymatic  

synthesis enhances the signal so that diverse, scientifically and clinically relevant 

molecules can be identified and studied, including cancer DNA, viral nucleic acids, and 

regulatory RNAs. However, using enzymes increases the detection time and cost, not to 

mention the high risk of mistakes with amplification and data alignment. These limitations 

have stimulated a growing interest in enzyme-free methods within researchers and 

industry. In this review we discuss recent advances in signal-enhancing approaches aimed 

at nucleic acid diagnostics that do not require target amplification. Regardless of enzyme 

usage, signal enhancement is crucial for the reliable detection of nucleic acids at low 

concentrations. We pay special attention to novel nanomaterials, fluorescence microscopy, 

and technical advances in detectors for optical assessment. We summarize sensitivity 

parameters of the currently available assays and devices which makes this review relevant 

to the broad spectrum of researchers working in fields from biophysics, to engineering, to 

synthetic biology and bioorganic chemistry. 

Keywords: enzyme-free detection; low-abundance nucleic acids; detection by optical 
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1. Introduction 

Modern natural sciences and medicine actively apply nucleic acid detection in vitro, in cell culture 

and in vivo. For this, the number of nucleic acid targets per sample volume is a crucial parameter for 

reliable detection. It has become possible to control the target abundance in biological samples through 

assays like polymerase-chain reaction (PCR) and specific small interfering RNA (siRNA) knockdowns [1]. 

However, upon enzymatic manipulation there is a high risk of affecting the initial biomolecular system 

that underlies the biological function of the target molecule [2]. Therefore, there is a growing need to 

detect biomolecules at their native abundance levels, which is many orders of magnitude lower than 

when using amplification. 

Nucleic acids are present in cells at the level of approximately 101–108 copies per cell [3]. 

Furthermore, their distribution within the sample often varies over the course of the experiment and 

can be an actual objective of the study. In a recent paper we gave an overview of enzymatic strategies 

involving amplification of nucleic acid targets in comparison to rapidly developing enzyme-free assays [4]. 

As discussed in this paper, PCR-independent methods without additional signal enhancing strategies 

yielded limit of target detection (LOD) values of 5 nM, which is not suitable for most biological 

applications [3,4]. Signal-enhancing strategies are therefore envisioned as a necessary tool for reliable, 

sensitive detection in enzyme-free assays. 

In this review, we describe recent developments in signal-enhancing strategies that can be used for 

the detection of low-abundance nucleic acids by fully enzymatic-, partially enzymatic- and completely 

enzyme-free assays. We dedicate the main focus of this paper to the novel tools facilitating highly 

sensitive optical detection strategies including colorimetry, fluorometry, fluorescence microscopy, and 

surface plasmon resonance (SPR). We divide these tools into three groups: (1) enzyme-labeling 

strategies which do not amplify target nucleic acid; (2) enzyme-free hybridization platforms;  

(3) macrofluorophores and nanoparticles. In addition, we review the advances in label-free detection using 

SPR and compare a handful of optical techniques in terms of the sensitivity of their detector devices. 

2. Enzyme Labeling Strategies without Polymerase Target Amplification 

In enzyme labeling, the target sequence is detected by a target-specific reagent (e.g., synthetic 

oligonucleotide probe) linked to an enzyme either by a covalent bond or through a secondary complex. 

Major applications of enzyme labeling include enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs), 

immunocytochemical and immunohistochemical analyses, and nucleic acid hybridization assays. 

Protein enzymes are applied in ELISA, immunocytochemical and immunohistochemical analyses, 

whereas DNA manipulating enzymes find applications in nucleic acid hybridization assays [5,6]. 

In recent years, enzyme-labeling techniques have been able to provide the same sensitivity as PCR 

without the need for target amplification. One particular technique, the Simoa assay, demonstrates a 

LOD of approximately 70 aM [6]. The principle of Simoa is to bind the target DNA to magnetic 

particles by using specific capture DNA sequences. Then, a second pool of probes containing biotin 

labels is then used to detect the target sequences. The hybridized biotin-labeled probes bind 

streptavidin-conjugated enzyme β-galactosidase, and the β-galactosidase converts a colorless 

fluorescein substrate into the purple oxidized derivative detected by fluorometry [6] (Figure 1A). 
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Importantly, all the steps in the Simoa assay are fully automated and allow for the rapid multiplexed 

detection of nucleic acids and proteins directly in biological samples. 

 

Figure 1. General principles of Simoa (A) and flap endonuclease based (B) assays. 

The protein enzyme frequently applied in ELISA and similar assays is horseradish peroxidase 

(HRP). This enzyme converts colorless organic substrate 3,3,5,5-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) into the 

colored oxTMB in presence of catalytic amounts H2O2. For nucleic acid detection, ELISA can be  

performed either directly using HRP-conjugated antibody, or indirectly, when a secondary  

anti-antibody is applied [5]. In Step one, the sample, which potentially contains a target molecule, is 

applied to a pre-coated surface. After a wash step, the surface is subjected to binding with a secondary 

antibody labeled with HRP (Step 2). Given that the target molecule is present in the analyte, Step 2 

will result in the binding of the corresponding number of HRP molecules to the surface. Finally, TMB 

is added and the absorbance measurement at the characteristic wavelength for oxTMB (450 nm), 

revealing the amount of target in the initial sample. 

DNA-manipulating enzymes for nucleic acid diagnostics are exemplified by thermostable ligases. 

These enzymes can be used in combination with DNA specific hybridization probes and provide a  

so-called “ligase chain reaction” when the target DNA is bound. The signal from the DNA target is 

boosted without the use of a polymerase, however the target is still being enzymatically amplified. 

This technique allows for detailed analysis of single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) [7]. 

DNAzymes are catalytically active DNA molecules that exhibit different enzymatic activities based 

on their sequence and structure. For example, the peroxidase-like activity of G-quadruplex based 

DNAzymes was used in several reports for detection of nucleic acids. In one, DNAzyme molecules 

with peroxidase-like activity were incorporated into target specific oligonucleotides that were then 

used to monitored nucleic acids in colorimetric or chemiluminescent assays [8]. In other applications, 

they were used for the quantification of metal cations and to amplify detection of small molecules and 

proteins ranging from adenosine, cocaine, or AMP, to lysozyme and thrombin [8–10]. 

Flap endonucleases are another example of DNA-manipulating enzymes for signal-enhancement [11]. 

As demonstrated in Figure 1B, these assays utilize sequence-specific cleavage of nucleic acid 

structures in target-specific probes. A target-probe binding event results in the displacement of these 
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nucleic acid structures by a second pool of DNA containing restriction sites for endonucleases. This in 

turn results in a cleavage-generated nucleic acid fragment, which becomes a substrate for secondary 

reactions. These secondary reactions exponentially generate FRET probes giving off a detectable 

signal [11]. 

Notably, some inorganic materials can also have catalytic activity that is applicable in nucleic acid 

detection. For example, Song and co-workers applied intrinsic peroxidase-like activity of single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) to detect nucleic acid targets with a simple colorimetry [12]. Similarly to 

the HRP enzyme described above, SWNTs catalyze the reaction of the peroxidase substrate (TMB) 

giving the blue oxidized TMB product (oxTMB) when H2O2 is present. Using this approach,  

single-stranded (ss) DNA targets were detected in a complex with SWNTs in just 15 min at 1 nM 

concentration of DNA (12). 

Additional signal-enhancing effects can be achieved by binding multiple enzymes per each target 

molecule. In recent work, hybridization chain reaction amplification of microRNA using DNA 

nanostructure based sensors allowed for target DNA detection at an extraordinarily low LOD of  

600 copies/100 µL of sample [13]. A chain reaction of recognition and hybridization events between 

two sets of DNA hairpin molecules offered the rapid detection of specific DNA sequences. In addition 

each hairpin contained a conjugated enzyme, which resulted in a dramatic signal-enhancing effect 

upon the attachment to an immobilized target:capture complex [13]. 

3. Enzyme-Free Hybridization Assays: Specificity in Focus 

Highly specific and sensitive hybridization probes enable the detection of target nucleic acids without 

the need for additional enzymes and at previously unachievable single-molecule resolution [14]. 

Unlike PCR, such probes amplify only the signal and not the target, and unlike enzyme-linked reagents 

they only involve restriction enzymes. Over the past couple decades, hybridization probes have 

become a fundamental aspect of widely applied techniques such as fluorescence in situ hybridization 

(FISH), flow cytometry, and fluorescence microscopy [14–16]. Among other approaches for  

enzyme-free signal-enhancement we distinguish two major strategies: branched DNA (bDNA) or 

sequence amplification through cascade hybridization, and signal-enhancing by laser microscopy. 

Additionally, the strategies described below can be combined with enzymatic assays to further  

increase sensitivity. 

Branched DNA probes have been around for over 20 years and still find multiple applications in 

clinical research and biotechnology. bDNA probes contain a 20–25 nucleotide (nt) region which 

specifically binds the target, a short linker region, and a binding site for multiple sequences containing 

fluorescent dyes or enzymes (Figure 2). In this way, the target-specific signal is increased enough to 

perform enzyme-free mRNA sensing at LOD of only 80 target copies/mL [17–19]. Importantly, bDNA 

assay is then less spending time consuming PCR methods with a complete turnaround of one day 

including DNA extraction [17–19]. However, ultrasensitive bDNA assays have to be used with caution 

on low target abundance samples since false positive results can occur [19]. This point has been 

demonstrated in the diagnosis of HIV-1 RNA viral load measurements in perinatally exposed infants. 

Samples with >1800 copies/mL had a good correlation with their retrospective picture whereas  

<440 copies/mL detected by bDNA gave multiple false positive results [19]. 
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Figure 2. General principle of branched DNA (bDNA) assay. 

In terms of signal visualization, powerful optical methods, such as fluorescence microscopy, increase 

the sensitivity of detection by several orders of magnitude [15,16]. In recent years, fluorescence 

microscopy has been gaining growing attention for detection of low abundance biomolecules, in 

particular for mRNA imaging experiments. So far this has been limited exclusively to research 

applications [20,21]. Device simplification and accessible data processing will further enhance the broad 

application of fluorescence microscopy in enzyme-free nucleic acid detection [22,23]. 

In hybridization assays at the single molecule level, probe specificity becomes a crucial parameter 

to ensure low off-target signals. According to recent research, probe specificity can be dramatically 

improved using synthetic nucleic acid analogues such as locked nucleic acids oxo-LNA (L) and 

functionalized 2’-amino-LNA analogues, Figure 3A; [4]. The structural and thermodynamic 

parameters of LNA/DNA oligonucleotides are different compared to non-modified DNA. For 

example, they have a higher resistance to enzymatic degradation and a higher binding affinity and 

selectivity to DNA and especially RNA targets. Moreover, LNA molecules can be combined  

with fluorescent markers in the form of either fluorogenic probes or dyes that can be  

directly attached to the 2′-amino position of 2′-amino-LNA (Figure 3). Short fluorescent LNA/DNA 

probes containing bright photostable polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) such as pyrene, 

(phenylethynyl)pyrenes and perylene represent a class of probes with the advantage of high target 

specificity and sensitivity [4]. Without target amplification, genotyping of HIV-1 protease encoding 

gene fragment (HIV PR) was performed with a pyrene probe yielding a LOD below 5 nM [24]. Using 

(phenylethynyl)pyrene dyes, which have improved photophysical characteristics compared to the 

parent pyrene, the detection limit dropped even further below 5 nM. Importantly, this was achieved with 

an extraordinarily high LNA/DNA probe specificity and bright fluorescence response to a particular 

mismatched nucleotide. This presents an opportunity for using this technique to detect SNPs and SNVs. 

Perylene-LNA/DNA probes have additional applications in the detection of RNA by fluorescence 

microscopy in cell cultures (Figure 3A,B) [25]. Short oligonucleotide probes containing perylene-LNA 

modification 2 and additional oxo-LNAs 1 specifically revealed the presence of target mRNA in fixed 

cells at excitation/emission wavelengths which completely excluded the cell’s autofluorescence 

(Figure 3). More recently, we developed new “clickable” probes for fluorescence microscopy of 

biologically active circular RNA and microRNA (Figure 3C) [26]. These new probes have the 

advantage of high photostability and bright fluorescence at the excitation/emission wavelengths 

suitable for in vivo assays. In addition, as with the (phenylethynyl)pyrene probes described above, 

these probes have strong sensitivity to SNPs in the target RNAs. To harness this characteristic further, 
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we synthesized “clickable” 2′-amino-LNA derivatives for direct attachment of fluorophores to the  

2′-amino-position via a 1,2,3-triazole linker (Figure 3D) [27]. As we demonstrate in a recent paper [27], 

attaching the fluorophores directly to the fluorescently labelled 2′-amino-LNA nucleotides improves 

the SNP discrimination of DNA and RNA targets. This makes them a reliable tool for allele-specific 

detection of nucleic acids by fluorescence microscopy. Moreover, 2′-alkyne functionality can be 

attached to diverse fluorophores and nanoparticles under highly efficient azide-alkyne cycloaddition 

conditions. Attachment of ultra-bright BODIPY dyes and semiconductor nanocrystals called quantum 

dots (QDs) is especially promising for applications in fluorescent microscopy (Figure 3D) [28,29]. In 

addition, fluorescent metal nanoclusters (for example, silver- or gold-based) have attractive optical 

qualities, which may increase the sensitivity of nucleic acid detection [30,31]. Remarkably, metal 

nanoclusters can detect natural nucleic acids, such as cancer related mRNAs, directly in living cells [31]. 

 

Figure 3. (A) Structure of oxo-LNA (L), perylene-2′-amino-LNA and mRNA  

detection using fluorescence microscopy and perylene-2′-amino-LNA labeled 

oligonucleotide probe; (B) Principle of target signaling by fluorescent LNA/DNA probes; 

(C) New 1,2,3-triazole-uridne nucleotide derivatives for fluorescence microscopy;  

(D) General structures of 1,2,3-triazole-amino-LNA nucleotides; Quantum Dots (QDs) and 

BODIPY dyes. 

Finally, the use of so-called environmentally sensitive modified nucleosides and nucleotides also 

offers exciting opportunities for the specific detection of nucleic acids [32–36]. The distinguishing 

feature of these is enhanced fluorescence upon a change in the local microenvironment. Thus, 

environmentally sensitive nucleosides signal the presence of a target by changing optical properties. 

This is typically achieved with diverse photochemical mechanisms and structural transitions. For 

example, in a recent study, nucleosides covalently linked to viscosity-sensitive fluorescent molecular 

rotors were used to light-up in the presence of target proteins [32]. In another paper, a 

naphthylethynylated adenosine derivative was used within synthetic probes to detect SNPs. They were 

able to achieve this owing to the environmentally sensitive intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) 
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between the nucleobase and naphthalene moieties [33]. Other successful examples of environmentally 

sensitive modified nucleosides include light-up probes for the detection of triplex formation and 

polarity sensitive probes [34–36]. One particularly useful mechanism involves introducing 

intramolecular conformational changes at the bond between the attached modifications and  

nucleobase [34,35]. This makes modified nucleosides attractive objects of study with a high potential 

in diagnostics and structural studies of biomolecules. 

4. Ultra-Bright Fluorophores for Nucleic Acid Labeling: Macrofluorophores, Nucleic Acid 

Binding Dyes, and Nanoparticles 

Ultra-bright fluorophores allow for detection at low target abundance and can be combined with 

microarray, bDNA, or microscopy assays. One promising approach to increasing fluorescence 

brightness is polymerization of a single fluorophore into a large polymer nanoparticle, or so-called 

macrofluorophore (Figure 4). Collections of fluorophores numbering in the tens to millions form a 

common scaffold (Life Technologies). The scaffold is then coupled to a target-specific affinity reagent 

such as streptavidin or an oligonucleotide. The incorporated fluorophores are thereby collectively 

associated with the target upon binding. In spite of extreme brightness, macrofluorophores have 

several challenges such as difficulty in (1) achieving monodispersity (i.e., homogeneity in molecular 

weight) of nanoparticles upon synthesis; (2) selective covalent attachment to probes; (3) cellular 

uptake of large nanostructures for studies in cells. According to the literature, the first point is 

addressed by using so-called seeded polymerization (Figure 4). In this approach a starting material is 

co-polymerized with an organic agent (e.g., styrene) into small “seed” nanoparticles, which are then 

re-polymerized and stabilized into final products [37]. In this way, mono-dispersed macro-porous 

particles, approximately 10 µm in size, were obtained. The second disadvantage of macrofluorophores is 

countered by covalently attaching them to oligonucleotides with NHS, disulfide, or click chemistry [38]. 

To address the third point, large nanomaterials can be delivered into cells using transfection reagents [38]. 

As an example latex macrofluorophores, available from LifeTechnologies, have been documented by 

imaging techniques to be taken up into the cell [39]. Ihara, et al., and Thomson, et al., employed these 

techniques recently to demonstrate successful examples of signal enhancement using fluorescent 

organic polymers with a p53 SNP sensitivity assay for DNA detection and an HSV DNA detection at 

sub-picomolar levels, respectively [40,41]. 

 

Figure 4. Seeded polymerization for the preparation of fluorescent nanoparticles. 

An alternative approach to signal enhancement using fluorophores is the use of nucleic acid 

intercalating and groove binding dyes [42,43]. These types of molecules have been applied over the 
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past 20 years in enzyme-based techniques, such as RT-qPCR [42,43]. Over the course of this period, 

highly toxic intercalators, such as ethidium bromide, have been replaced with less harmful molecules 

such as SybrGreen, EvaGreen, and QuantiFluor [42–44]. Briefly, the nucleic acid binding dyes have a 

quenched fluorescence in the unbound state in aqueous medium and an increased signal when the dye 

interacts with the nucleic acid sequence. Notably, these organic dyes have a high potential for 

quantification of large genomic fragments without needing amplification. This is owed to the fact that 

fluorescence is proportionally increased with an increasing number of base pairs of DNA. Indeed this 

principle is the basis for concentration determination assays for ssDNA and dsDNA such as those 

developed by Promega [44]. Since interaction shows little to no sequence specificity, however, 

applications of intercalating and groove binding dyes are so far limited to in vitro studies. 

Lastly, nanoparticles present an additional avenue for boosting the fluorescence signal in nucleic 

acid labels. One approach is preparing target-specific probes containing ultra-bright fluorescent materials 

with fluorescent carbon nanoparticles (FCNs) and quantum dot nanocrystals (QDs) [38,45–47]. FCNs 

are nano-crystalline material, with predominantly graphitic structure, that fluoresce upon UV light 

exposure. It has been shown that FCNs have promising characteristics in sensing nucleic acids, given 

that their effective synthesis and increased quantum yields are achieved [45]. The main advantage  

of FCNs compared to other nanomaterials is their low toxicity, which allows for their application in 

environment friendly diagnostics and gene therapy [45,46]. In particular, recently reported  

water-soluble FCNs were used successfully in cell imaging probes that sensitively detected natural 

nucleic acids [47]. From a physical perspective, QDs are single fluorophores with extraordinary 

photon output capacity. However, in terms of optical properties QDs resemble macrofluorophores and 

are similar in size to the smallest fluorescent microspheres. QDs have been used successfully in 

nucleic acid assays in cells and single-molecule imaging studies in vivo [38]. 

Complexes between DNA and negatively charged gold nanoparticles (Au-nps) have been  

studied for many years and have recently been found useful in specific nucleic acid detection with 

colorimetry [4,38]. These assays utilize the dispersion and aggregation of the Au-nps, either with a  

cross-linking or non-cross-linking aggregation mechanism [48]. For cross-linking aggregation, several 

interparticular DNA molecules accelerate Au-np aggregation. In turn, non-cross-linking aggregation 

uses changes in electrostatic or (electro) steric stabilization of the Au-np surface. This is suitable for 

detection of ssDNA, for example [49]. In a recent paper, Au-nps were incorporated into a 

hybridization chain reaction assay for SNP detection in model DNA targets. Remarkably, they 

achieved a LOD of 50 pM with instrument detection and 100 pM with naked eye observation, which is 

about two orders of magnitude lower than that of previously reported Au-np-based assays [50]. 

5. Signal Enhancement in Surface Plasmon Resonance Assays 

Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectroscopy is an optical surface analysis technique that 

measures refractive index changes induced by molecular adsorption on a metal film. In general, SPR is 

based on the resonant oscillation of electrons at the interface between a negative and positive 

permittivity material stimulated by incident light. The resonance condition is established when the 

frequency of incident photons matches the natural frequency of surface electrons oscillating against the 

restoring force of positive nuclei. The resonance conditions are unique and informative for a particular 

ligand-target interaction when one of them is immobilized on the SPR chip surface and the other is 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conduction_band
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permittivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resonance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_frequency
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applied in the solution flowing through the SPR cell. Therefore SPR is the basis of many adsorption 

measurements applied in biosensors. 

Biacore launched the first SPR instrument in 1990. Since than multiple SPR-based detection 

systems have been developed and applied to nucleic acid detection [51–56]. SPR has the advantage of 

being a fast, fully automated, label-free method, which requires very small sample and reagent 

volumes. However, from its conception the inability of SPR to measure low abundance targets has 

limited its applications to PCR products and synthetic nucleic acids at high concentrations. In 2008 Su 

and co-authors reported a signal-enhancing approach for SPR using HRP-assisted oxidative aniline 

polymerization. In addition, they used a DNA binding cationic polymer which affects the refractive 

index of DNA [51]. This decreased the LOD down to 0.1 pM compared to the low nM range of 

previous assays. In more recent papers, other techniques were applied to SPR spectroscopy to increase 

the signal. For example, using a super-sandwich DNA-streptavidin technique [52] or biofunctionalized 

Au-nps [53] results in LODs in the low picomolar range. 

The sensitivity of PCR-independent DNA detection by SPR could be further improved to 0.3–3 fM by 

using the previously mentioned hybridization chain reaction [54], DNAses [55] or graphene-coated SPR 

interfaces [56]. Graphene-coated SPR technique applied non-covalent functionalization of SPR chip 

which was pre-coated with graphene with gold nanocrystals carrying sequence-specific DNA capture 

probes. Graphene improved the adsorption of the capture probes through hydrogen bonding and  

π-π-staking interactions. As a result, Au-nanocrystals containing ssDNA, with a higher mass than 

original ssDNA, could be attached. Upon hybridization with the complementary target, desorption of 

the nanocrystals occurred with a high change in a refractive index (approx. 20 times larger than 

ssDNA on a graphene SPR chip alone). This enabled for the detection of the DNA hybridization event 

at a target concentration of as low as 0.5 fM [56]. 

6. Signal Enhancement with Optical Detectors 

In optical assays the signal is received using a technical device called a detector that varies 

significantly between different optical techniques. It is crucial for the assay that the light source and 

the detector are selected correctly. The technical parameters of these devices put requirements on the 

probe design, assay conditions and chemistry and photochemistry of the applied fluorophores. 

A summary of currently applied optical techniques is presented in Table 1. Among optical methods, 

colorimetry is the simplest and most accessible approach. It uses a portable apparatus (approx. 1 kg in 

weight) and is compatible with most labels and aforementioned signal-enhancing techniques. Using a 

simple photoresistor as a signal detector the LOD is 50 pM of DNA [50]. However, colorimetry can 

only be applied when the probe’s absorbance wavelengths lie within the visible region [57]. In turn,  

fluorometers allow for detection within a broad spectral region if their absorbance, fluorescence, and 

luminescence modes are utilized [57–61]. The applications of fluorometers are very diverse and they 

are applied in diagnostic assays such as ELISAs and RT-qPCR. Horiba spectrofluorometers especially 

have the advantage of high sensitivity and a broad wavelength range. Remarkably, these fluorometers 

are equipped with a photonmultiplier tube (PMT) that are also often applied in the microscopy [62,63]. 

This acts as a signal enhancer for the main detector in most fluorometry-based techniques applied to 

date. PMTs contain a photocathode, several dynodes, and an anode. 
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Table 1. Specifications of optical methods used for amplification-free, low-abundance, 

nucleic acid detection. 

Assay/Producer 

Apparatus Specifications: Compatible Labels; 

Absorbance-/Emission  

(abs-em) Range, nm; QY 

LOD * 

Light 

Source 
Detector Application pmol Ref. 

Colorimetry: Konica 

Minolta/Hach 

Filament 

lamp or LED 
PR 

Chromophore with abs at 

380–780 nm 
DNA 5 × 10−3 [50,57] 

Fluorometry: 

Promega Glomax 

Xe lamp or 

LED 
PD/EPC + PMT 

Fluorophore with abs-em at 

260–750 nm, QY > 0.1 
Luciferase 3 × 10−9 [58] 

Horiba 

spectrofluorometer 
Xe lamp PD/EPC + PMT 

Fluorophore with abs-em at 

185–1700 nm, QY > 0.1 
DNA 

FLS: 9 × 10−4 

LSC: 2 × 10−4 
[59] 

TECAN multimode 

reader: Infinite F200 

PRO 

Xe lamp PD/EPC + PMT 
Fluorophore with abs-em at 

230–1000 nm, QY > 0.1 
DNA 

FLS: 3 × 10−4 

LSC: 1.2 × 10−5 
[60] 

RT-qPCR: Roche 

Light Cycler 480 
HI LED CCD 

Fluorophore with abs-em at 

488–660 nm, QY > 0.1 
DNA 3 × 10−3 [61] 

Microscopy: 

Nikon/Leica/Olympu

s/Zeiss/Horiba 

Lamp (Xe, 

MH)/LED 

PD/EPC + PMT; 

CCD, CID, 

CMOS, 

EBCCD; GaAsP 

Photostable fluorophores with 

abs-em at 240–940 nm,  

optimal at QY > 0.6 

DNA/RNA <1 × 10−13 [62] 

Surface plasmon 

resonance: Biacore, 

BioNavis 

Lamp, diode, 

laser or fiber 
PD or CCD n/a DNA 3  10−4 [64] 

Xe = xenon; MH = metal halide; (HI) LED = (high intensity) light emitting diode; PR = photoresisitor;  

PD = photodiode; EPC = electronic photon counter; CCD, CID and CMOS = charge-coupled device,  

charge-injection device and complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor device; EBCCD = electron-bombarded 

CCD; GaAsP = Gallium Arsenide Phosphide); FLS and LSC = fluorescence and luminescence; QY = quantum 

yield; * LOD values are reported for particular assays described in the cited literature [50,57–62,64].  

For RT-qPCR, LOD is given for amplified DNA product. 

Incident photons strike the photocathode material, which is usually a thin vapor-deposited 

conducting layer on the inside of the entry window of the device. Electrons are ejected from the 

surface as a consequence of the photoelectric effect. These electrons are directed by the focusing 

electrode toward the electron multiplier, which then multiplies them by the process of secondary 

emission [63]. 

A remarkable example of a fluorometry instrument is the Roche Light cycler 480 [61]. Designed for 

PCR analysis of nucleic acids, this instrument has a highly sensitive and innovative detection system, 

which can also be applied to enzyme-free assays. The fundamental innovation in this system is the 

incorporation of a charge coupled device (CCD) as a detector instead of PMT. A CCD is an integrated 

circuit etched onto a silicon surface forming light sensitive elements called pixels [59]. Photons 

incident on this surface generate charge that can be read by electronics and turned into a digital copy of 

the obtained light signal. CCDs come in a wide variety of types and are used in a range of applications 

from cell phone cameras to advanced fluorescence microscopes. 

Optical microscopy has the most advanced equipment among the optical detection methods listed in 

Table 1. Using a suitable lamp, laser, or versatile semiconductor light source (LEDs) with a low-light 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photoelectric_effect
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CCD detector, microscopy allows for the direct detection of single molecules in complex biological 

samples [20–23]. In fluorescence microscopy, the sensitivity is defined by multiple parameters such as 

quantum efficiency (QE), limiting spatial resolution, contrast, modulation transfer function (MTF), and 

the contrast transfer function (CTF) for the electronic detector. QE refers to the detector signal as a 

function of the wavelength of the incident light. Limiting spatial resolution indicates the minimum 

separation required for the discrimination between two high contrast objects. MTF and CTF 

demonstrate the magnitude of the detector response as a function of spatial frequency [62]. 

Several variations of the basic CCD concept are commercially available for the analysis of low-light 

samples. These devices include charge-injection devices (CID), complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor detectors (CMOS) and the recently introduced electron-bombarded CCDs (EBCCD). In 

the CID and CMOS detectors, each individual photosensor has an associated amplifier. These image 

intensifiers increase the sensitivity and resolution of CCDs in microscopy by up to 75% compared to 

that of the CCD alone. Additionally, these devices have a high QE due to the fact that the photon 

travels through an input photocathode. Afterwards the photon is captured by a micro-channel plate 

electron multiplier, and is finally exposed onto a phosphorescent output screen. Similarly in EBCCD 

devices, a photocathode detects the photons but does so more powerfully than in the intensified CCD. 

Moreover, an EBCCD usually has a much higher spatial resolution and better signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) 

at moderate light levels. However, it also has a limited gain adjustment range and a modest low-light 

detection capability. Finally, GaAsP (Gallium Arsenide Phosphide) is an alternative detector, which 

has an even higher QE than PMT and can be suitable for detection of low-abundance targets. 

For measuring low-abundance targets in these fluorescent microscopy systems it is important that 

the electronic detectors are extremely sensitive because of problems with “photobleaching”. This is the 

photodestruction of fluorophores upon excitation in the presence of oxygen. In a typical fluorescence 

experiment, only about 5%–10% of the emitted light from an excited fluorophore is collected and 

transferred to the detector [63]. There are two approaches to detecting as much of the light from the 

probe as possible: (1) integration and image intensification with a slow-scanning video rate and (2) a 

progressive-scan CCD. Generally, a progressive-scan CCD produces a higher S/N than an intensified 

slow-scanning analogue, provided sufficient integration time has been applied. Therefore slow-

scanning CCDs dominate most applications in the current research on low-abundance molecules [63]. 

Lastly, SPR techniques offer great sensitivity without a need for labeling the biomolecules. With 

this the sensing mechanism is rather different than in fluorometry or fluorescence microscopy 

therefore a different instrument design has to be applied. Four main SPR instrument configurations are 

available to date including prism-coupled total reflection systems, optical fibers, grating-coupled 

systems, and optical waveguide systems [64]. In these configurations, signal enhancing is typically 

achieved using the polymers and metal surface-coating techniques that we described previously. In 

more advanced SPR instruments the detector is usually a photodiode or CCD camera. 

7. Conclusion and Perspective: Moving toward Sensitive, Specific and Detailed Nucleic Acid 

Analysis Using Non-PCR Assays 

In conclusion, the signal-enhancing strategies described in this review enable sensitive analysis of 

nucleic acid targets at low concentrations without a need for target amplification. This is important 

because it minimizes interference with the initial sample composition. Generally, the signal-enhancing 
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strategies we described can be classified as either enzyme-based or enzyme-free. Both groups rely on 

the specific binding of the target by probes, followed by signal enhancing and finally, detection. 

Attempts to increase the target-associated signal are pursued in parallel with attempts to decrease the 

off-target background signals. Thus, specificity of the probe hybridization to the target is crucial for all 

the assays described [65]. Promising strategies, which increase the specificity without amplifying the 

target, include target pre-enrichment using bait probes, modified nucleotide chemistries such as LNA 

and advanced rational probe designs [65–67]. Highly specific LNA/DNA probes also enable precise 

detection of SNPs and SNVs [66]. Additionally, with high levels of specificity, low abundance targets 

such as circulating DNA can be concentrated by orders of magnitude with available kits and in that 

way allow for the rapid analysis of e.g., clinical samples [67]. 

In this paper we also discussed promising new labels for optical assays including macrofluorophores, 

gold nanoparticles and other biopolymers, modified nucleic acid analogues, and nucleic acid  

binding dyes. As these fluorescent ultra-bright probes for PCR-independent nucleic acid detection 

develop, they might benefit from new chemical substances, nanotechnology and straightforward 

biotechnological approaches to enhance the signal [68–70]. Among other methods, fluorescence 

microscopy and SPR are two very promising techniques with a high potential for future biomolecular 

science and diagnostics. Furthermore, by using the highly sensitive detectors described above, one can 

detect low abundance nucleic acids at a single-molecule level, directly in cells and tissues, and in SPR 

methods without the need for additional labeling. This opens up an exciting opportunity for new 

insight into biomolecular interactions, cellular processes, and disease development. Amplification-free 

detection has the potential to create diagnostic tools and therapeutics while simultaneously testing 

them in the most biologically relevant fashion. 
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